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THE CLIENT
A Digital Freight Network

Focused on creating digital solutions for the US freight industry, our Client’s machine learning- and automation-driven platform connects
shippers and carriers to efficiently move millions of truckloads, with the aim of saving money for shippers, increasing earnings for
carriers, and eliminating carbon waste for our planet. Starting with 5 Teammates handling one line of business (LOB)—Overnight
Customer Operations, for which we addressed carrier escalations during the overnight shift—our partnership with the Client grew
steadily. Today, we have 270 Teammates handling four main LOBs for the Client.

THE CHALLENGE

Prior to becoming our partner in 2018, the Client’s biggest challenge was the lack of an efficient system for handling concerns for
shippers (companies booking shipping service for transport of products to other businesses) and carriers (i.e. truck drivers). They had
outsourced tasks to multiple vendors, and therefore had different departments handling different tasks for different shippers—a support
system that lacked structure. Timelines were not being followed (low appointments set on time/ low ASOT), call volumes were high
because of recurring issues, and SLA commitments were being breached because agents were not knowledgeable enough on the
company’s overall operations.

Moreover, they lacked a proper feedback mechanism and had no established KPI metrics, and therefore had no insights on whether or
not they were providing adequate support to both shippers and carriers.

To address all these challenges, the Client wanted to consolidate all their eggs in one basket, so to speak—and they turned to Us in
order to achieve their goals.
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THE SOLUTION

To create a more efficient support system for both shippers and carriers, TaskUs analyzed the Client’s entire shipment life cycle—how
each process correlated to one another, from bidding to acceptance to load building to generalist tasks to payment/closure. By doing
so, we were then able to create a highly specialized training curriculum that is focused on walking Teammates through the right
progression of LOBs, so that they have an end-to-end understanding of the Client’s business. Teammates are also equipped with the
right skill set that is specific and necessary to their roles, which are geared toward helping the Client’s two main stakeholders: the
shippers (Customer Operations) and the carriers (Live Operations).

At the same time, we have been able provide the Client with a highly organized support structure, which we have divided into four main
LOBs:

1. Carrier Support - Inbound voice calls; payment specialists (Zendesk)
2. Live Operations - Identification of flags (potential issues); exceptions (trailer assistance)
3. Staging Operations - Generalist (back-office) tasks; load building (shipment creation); scheduling (appointment setting)
4. Marketplace Operations

To cover all our bases, we also cross-trained Teammates with enough campaign experience and created a pool of “Super Teammates,”
who perform tasks beyond their usual assigned roles. Doing so allows us to improve the Client’s efficiencies and helps our employees
upskill, which ultimately contributes to the Client’s overall growth.

Because of our flexibility, our Teammates now handle not just Tier 1 tasks, but Tier 2 and 3 work as well. Our training curriculum has
also become instrumental to the Client’s own onboarding process, especially when it involves familiarizing their new customers with
internal processes which we have already mastered.
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THE RESULTS

TaskUs has been able to achieve the following metrics across the Client’s four main LOBs:

– Carrier Support

○ CSAT: 4.4 / 4

○ SLA : 93.8% vs 90% target

– Live Ops

○ Average Handle Time (AHT): 4:34 minutes (vs target of 5 minutes)

– Staging Ops

○ Productivity: 5.57 / 6

○ Quality: 98.5% vs 95% target

– Marketplace Ops

○ Productivity score (per hour): 42 (vs 20 target score)

○ AHT: 2:58 minutes (vs target of 3 minutes)

Our cNPS as of Q4 2020 is 100—a strong testament to our excellent and efficient partnership with the Client.

KEYS TO SUCCESS

- TaskUs’ insight and innovation surrounding training and organizational structure
- Flexibility in performing tasks across different operational roles
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